
Help developers quickly
master large codebases LINKCO



Who am I and why do you care?

How your tools are failing you?

3 risks prevalent in your organization 

What are your options to fix them? 

Agenda
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Who am I?

Shanea
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Distributed Systems & Microservices

Companies need to move fast yet…
Software is more complex than ever

Problem

Open Source Dependencies

Continuous Integration / Deployment

Third Party / SaaS APIs

Phased Releases
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Volume of Code

But what has changed…
We’ve entered the era of BIG CODE!

Problem

Variety of Code

Velocity of Code

Value of Code
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What takes so 
much time?

Devs do it all 
in their heads

Imagine the next line of 
code that gets executed

Imagine the value of every 
variable, through every 

function call

Imagine every side effect: 
database access, API call, 

network request, etc

To build a mental model, developers read 
thousands of lines of code, one at a time, and 
imagine what the computer would do.

What can we do?
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Understanding 
software takes a lot of 
time. 
Yet, the tools for understanding software 
haven’t changed in a generation.

Developers take 3-6 months 
to ramp up at a new company, 
or onto a new team.

60% of their time
After ramping up, developers 
still spend 60% of their time 
day-to-day understanding code.

3-6 months

Problem

Companies are wasting tens or 
hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in developer hours. 

Thousands of dollars wasted
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3 Risks to your business

No one knows how your 
system works 

Not documented in a 
scalable way

Documentation is mobile



So what are my 
options?

1 Ignore it

2 Fix it the hard way

3 Fix it the easy way









The Risk is Growing
Recognize that this won’t change until 

you do something

Summary

Your Tools Are Failing You What’s The Best Remedy 
For Your Org



330.559.4996

shanea@codesee.io

Thank you!
CodeSee.io

San Francisco, CA 94105

mailto:shanea@codesee.io

